RGM-SA-SC Strong cross laminated film self-adhesive
waterproof Membrane
Description
RGM-SA-SC Strong cross laminated film self-adhesive Waterproof Membrane could be reactive to
cement mortar perfectly. The upper surface of this material is strong cross-laminated film and the
lower surface is an interleaving paper or isolating membrane which are easy to be removed. This
material not only has the excellent performance of cross-laminated film, but also has the perfect
cohesive performance with cement mortar.

Advantage
American strong cross Polyethylene film is applied in this product, therefore it has the following
excellent performances:
 Strong puncture resistance;
 High push-rod tearing resistance;
 High ripping resistance and high elongation;
 Excellent dimension stability and low temperature resistant performance.

Application
Especially suitable for projects requiring high tear strength and dimensional stability, such as
earthquake or base change areas.
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1. Various industrial and civil building roofing projects.
2. Various industrial and civil building underground projects.
3. Subways, tunnels, concrete pavement decks, sewage treatment sites, and landfills,etc.

Contact US
Beijing RongGuan JIAYE Technology Co.LTD
Telephone: +86 (10) 57389866
Email: RGJIAYE@rgjytech.com
Website: www.rgjytech.com
Product Disclaimer
This Product Data Sheet (PDS) summarizes our best knowledge of the product, including how to use and apply the
product based on the information available at the time. You should read this TDS carefully and consider the information
in the context of how the product will be used, including in conjunction with any other product and the type of surfaces
to, and the manner in which, the product will be applied. Our responsibility for products sold is subject to our standard
terms and conditions of sale. RG JIAYE does not accept any liability either directly or indirectly for any losses suffered in
connection with the use or application of the product whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification,
recommendation or information given by it.
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